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WHY WOMEN NEED

MUSCLE: 
"I want to get toned", is basically just a sexy word for building muscle, which
sounds intimidating to a lot of women. 
When you hear the term building muscle, you don't need to freak out.  Instead,
you need to know the reasons why it's so important that we as women need to
build lean muscle so that you enjoy the journey and trust the process more. 

Becoming "toned" will help you with many things, some of those include: 

- Increasing your BMR, aka your basal metabolic rate. Increasing this will help
you burn more calories at rest which is fantastic and will help you with your
results.

- Helping you to gain more definition and shape to your body. When you start
to build muscle you will notice that parts of your body may start to change
shape, the loose bits become tighter, clothes may start to feel looser on you
and you may start to see a change in your leg and arm shape too! 

- Building muscle is something that we as women need to help us with the
prevention of arthritis and osteoporosis. You may be thinking what Renee why
would I need to worry about that now, I'm too young to have to worry about that
kind of thing ???  The answer is YES you do need to worry about it now, and you
want to ensure you are doing things that are going to help you prevent the root
of the cause. Work on increasing your lean muscle mass now and have a
better chance of getting any of these diseases in your future. 

 



- Being more "toned"
will help you with
feeling more
confident in your skin.
We all have our
"things" that we want
to work on and that's
because we are just
human beings after
all, and as women
specifically, we tend
to be so hard on
ourselves, especially
physically. Lifting
weights and
completing functional
strength training
sessions weekly will
assist in that
confident booster you
are all after! When you
start to feel and see
the results from
strength training and
building muscle you
will feel empowered to
do so much more
than you ever thought
you could!    

"I lift weights to feel

empowered, healthy,

functional and strong"



RECIPE OF THE MONTH

Blueberry Pancakes
2 cups of oat flour
2 eggs
1/4 cup of maple syrup 
1 cup of almond or oat milk
A few drops of vanilla essence
1 cup of blueberries (fresh or frozen) 



In a blender or something similar place 2 cups of oats and blend
until it make a flour. "oat flour"
Once you have oat flour, place all of the ingredients in a bowl
excluding the blueberries and combine. If the batter doesn't have
a "batter like consistency" then add some more plant based milk. 
Add blueberries and combine in the pancake batter.
In a pan place 1/2 teaspoon of olive oil or 1 whole teaspoon of
olive oil if you are cooking 2 at a time to cook. 
Serve with fresh raspberries or even some almond butter or
greek yoghurt. 

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

SERVES: 2 (3 -4 Pancakes each)
MACROS: P: 18.5G | C: 70G |F: 13G

CALORIES: 468 PER SERVE (3-4 PANCAKES)



Finally! A pre-workout blend designed without
artificial nasties, synthetic stimulants, or
misleading information. Naked Harvest has
this incredible all-natural pre-workout blend
which is designed to enhance your
performance and give you that ultimate energy
boost, naturally. An EPIC taste, no crash, and an
effective thermogenic component. Their
natural pre-workout blend is vegan, all-natural,
gluten-free, and free from refined sugars.

OUR FAVE HEALTH 

PRODUCTS

All natural pre work from Naked Harvest

Super boost C by BEPure
Vitamin C is a vital nutrient. It is the most
important nutrient for supporting the
body's immune system in fighting
infections. BePure SuperBoost C
combines vitamin C with bioflavonoids
that recycle the vitamin C electron,
essentially providing you with double the
vitamin C.



OUR PWR FIT COMFORT

COLLECTION

NEW! Comfort
collection,
created for
more than
just the gym.

SHOP ONLINE: WWW.PTWITHRENEE.COM



1. What was it that got you to start your health and fitness
journey?

 
Honestly, it was my child; Lillie Moon. 
I had previously been a very serious athlete and when I
retired my unhealthy relationship with food and exercise
began. After spending 10 years as a competitive swimmer
and training, 6-8 hours a day. I felt like I was done with
ANY exercise for the rest of my life.
Being an athlete all of my teenage years, I never had to
learn to eat a healthy balanced diet. The amount of
training I was enduring, I could eat as much of whatever I
liked and never had to think twice about it. This
relationship with food didn’t stop when I retired from my
swimming career, I continued to eat as much as I wanted
whenever I wanted. 
Before long, I was heavily overweight, self-conscious,
depressed, and had an emotional binge eating disorder. 
In 2018 at 92kg’s I fell pregnant with my daughter and
from that moment on I decided my health needed to
become a priority. If I couldn’t find the willpower to better
my health for myself then I needed to do it for the
innocent, helpless, beautiful baby I was growing. January
2019, my baby girl Lillie Moon was born, and she gave me
all the motivation I needed to start exercising and getting
my fitness back. I couldn’t stop picturing my little girl
running around having fun and me being too tired and
overweight to run around and play with her. 
Two years later, 25kg’s lost. Happiness and love for life
gained.
It was the love I have for my child that got my health and
fitness journey underway. 

FEATURED ON THE BLOG



2. What have you loved about it so far,
what have been the highs for you?

I found my love for exercise again. The
endorphins, the feeling you get during
and after a good sweat session, it’s
just the best! 
And learning for the first time at the
age of 25, how to eat a healthy
balanced diet. I feel lighter, fresher,
and all round happier when I eat
whole foods.

3. And what about the lows?

I still have days where something in
life will upset me and send me off to
the supermarket or nearest fast food
joint to eat away my miseries. But I
am learning that doing this only
makes me feel worse. Instead I go for
a run or smash a weights session
when I am feeling low. Getting those
endorphins running makes me feel
much better than eating so much KFC
I need to be sick. 

For the full blog check out our blog on the website :
www.ptwithrenee.com/blog






